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Chapter 1

THE LIL’ BLUE DUDE

“Bernard, are you nervous about tonight?”
“No!” Bernard replied defensively.
“Oh…okay…I just wondered because you’ll be facing some 

real tough competition in the Jr. NBA Skills Challenge tour-
nament—you know…like the Playa, the Terminator, the 
Machine…”

“I don’t care. I might be small, but I’m not scared of any-
body!” Bernard snapped; yet he looked embarrassed as he 
clutched the steering wheel with both hands and kept his eyes 
straight ahead.

Moe, sitting in the passenger seat of his 1980 Chevy 
Chevelle SS, rubbed his forehead. He banged it against the 
car’s dashboard after Bernard braked abruptly.

“We all know that, but your driving is kinda scary.”
Moe glanced back at Layla, Alex, Eric, and Nina, who 

looked terrified as they gripped their seats, even though the 
automobile had stopped moving.

“I was trying to avoid hitting a bump.”
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“Yeah, but you skidded off the road, spun around some 
trees, jumped the dirt road embankment, and got us stuck on 
these railroad tracks.”

“And you still hit the bump!” Alex added.
Bernard peeped in the rearview mirror to look at his com-

rades in the back seat.
“Sorry, guys.”
“It’s all right, Bernard.” Layla patted his shoulder 

sympathetically.
“I thought you said you could drive?” Nina blurted.
“I can! I just get all nervous for some reason. When I 

dribble a basketball, I feel totally in control. But when I try 
to drive a car, I get psyched out. I guess I just need to keep 
practicing.”

“That’s why I let you drive my car on the way to the NBA 
game at the Elmdale Arena—so you could practice for your 
driver’s-license test next week.”

“Uh…I think I’m going to cancel it, because I need to get 
my teeth cleaned.”

“What? You’d rather go to the dentist than take your driv-
er’s test?”

“I’m just not ready yet, okay, Nina?” Bernard retorted, 
but then he immediately felt bad about how he spoke to her. 
“Nina, I didn’t mean—”

“No worries, Bernard. I bet you’ll be a great driver one 
day!”
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A faint train whistle interrupted their conversation. Eric 
keyed into his laptop computer.

“If we don’t get off these tracks soon, no one will be 
driving Moe’s car. According to my calculations, we’ve got 
fifteen minutes before the train gets here!”

Moe slapped his hands to his head.
“This is insane! Everybody out, except you, Layla—you 

weigh the lightest, so you steer the car. The rest of us will 
push the Chevy!”

They rushed to the rear of the car with their hands on 
the trunk. Moe, with his bulk, and Eric, with his seven-foot 
frame, pressed their backs against it.

“Layla, you ready?”
“I’m ready, Maurice!” she yelled back from the driver’s seat.
“Okay, start it up! And don’t forget to release the brake!”
“Got it!”
“Okay, on the count of three, push as hard as you can! 

Layla, put it into drive, and hit the gas pedal. Here we go: 
one, two, three, push!”

After a few major efforts, they were able to jump the car 
off the track and make it to the NBA exhibition game in 
plenty of time. Thanks to Bernard competing in the event, 
they were able to sit in the front row. Moe didn’t waste any 
time ordering a king-size box of popcorn to feast on. Nina 
focused her attention on the cheerleader outfits.
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“Those uniforms are so ugly! I wish they’d let me design 
their clothes; they’d look really hot then.”

“The girls look pretty hot to me right now,” Alex chuckled. 
“Right, Eric?”

“Yeah, uh-huh.”
Eric wasn’t really listening. He studied basketball statistics 

on his laptop.
“You know what I mean, Alex,” Nina said while sketching 

designs of outfits on a notepad.
During halftime it had been a hard-fought contest 

throughout the Skills Challenge tournament, but Bernard 
advanced to the final round. The energy was extra high in the 
arena because Bernard was matched up against the Playa, one 
of the most sought-after high-school ballers in the country. 
Long and greyhound lean at a height of six foot six, besides 
being known for his tremendous talents as a basketball player, 
he was nicknamed the Playa because he was good looking 
and loved to chase the ladies. He smiled and winked at one of 
the cheerleaders on the sidelines, who turned beet red.

The Playa dwarfed Bernard as they stood side by side. 
He was so cocky about his skills that when the ref blew her 
whistle to begin, he let Bernard charge out ahead of him, 
confident he’d catch up.

And he did.
He loped mockingly alongside Bernard, trying to intimi-

date him. But this didn’t work. Bernard already had a chip on 
his shoulder from his driving debacle.
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Bernard wowed the crowd with a dribbling display going 
through his legs and behind his back as he cruised between 
the five obstacles on the court with a great deal of finesse. 
He forced the Playa to step up his game. The Playa was a 
step behind Bernard when they reached the point where they 
had to accurately pass the ball into the net. Still, he caught 
up to Bernard, and they ran stride for stride down the court. 
Bernard shifted into turbo speed and passed him, even drib-
bling between his legs before beating him to the layup part 
of the challenge. The crowd roared. They had grown to like 
this feisty underdog as Bernard raced down the court for the 
final challenge—the three-point shot.

Bernard had established a little distance between them 
when a major mishap occurred. He accidentally dribbled the 
ball off his leg and was forced to chase after it. The arena 
crowd groaned due to Bernard’s misfortune.

By this time the Playa had reached the three-point line. 
This was his patented shot. He coolly looked back and snick-
ered seeing Bernard scrambling for the ball.

Game over.
The Playa did a camera-ready pose before shooting, ready 

to be bathed in adulation once he sank the shot.
Except that he got distracted when Layla started dancing 

in the stands and waving at him. She tried to flirt, batting 
her eyes at him, and yelled, “Make this one for me, Mister 
Handsome!”

Hearing this shout-out from such a pretty girl, the Playa, 
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who was grinning widely by now, couldn’t help but blow her 
a kiss before shooting the ball.

It gave Bernard just enough time after he retrieved the 
basketball to take a couple of steps and desperately heave the 
ball from half-court.

SPLASH!
The Playa’s shot dropped in behind Bernard’s.
Too late.
“BERNARD JONES IS THE WINNER OF THE 

JUNIOR NATIONAL BASKETBALL ASSOCIATION’S 
SKILLS CHALLENGE COMPETITION!” the announcer 
screamed.

The horn sounded, and Bernard was overwhelmed by a 
rousing standing ovation. Maurice threw his popcorn up in 
the air like confetti.

The Playa, hands on his hips, smirked as Layla blew him a 
kiss and raced past him to hug Bernard. He shook his head.

The Playa just got played.
Bernard’s teammates ran onto the court and gang-tackled 

him, smothering him with affection. They hoisted him in the 
air.

Bernard beamed. This was one of the best days in his life.
It got even better at the halftime awards ceremony fol-

lowing the win when his hero, Leo Liftoff, strutted onto the 
court to present him with the grand prize. Bernard absolutely 
idolized Leo, the premier star of the NBA’s newest expansion 
team, the Elmdale Eagles. He spent hours watching footage 
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of Leo’s vintage moves on YouTube. On behalf of the NBA, 
Leo presented Bernard with a huge trophy, courtside ticket 
seats to Elmdale Eagle games, and a signed pair of Leo’s cov-
eted Mega Dunk sneakers. Bernard felt as though he was 
dreaming when he shook Leo Liftoff’s massive hands.

“Congratulations, Bernard Jones! I see a bright career 
in your future. And, young man, I’ve got to give you your 
props…you are one of the fastest youngsters I have ever seen 
in the universe!” Leo declared.

Bernard laughed it off, but oddly, even though Leo smiled, 
his eyes were dead serious. “You really are—believe me.”

Bernard couldn’t stop grinning as he later watched the 
second half of the NBA game from the stands, with the 
prized boxed shoes on his lap.

Alex elbowed Bernard in the side.
“Hey, B…that little sunglasses-wearing dude over there 

standing in the aisle with the weird-looking sweats and 
hoodie keeps staring at you.”

“Really?” Bernard was so caught up in his thoughts that he 
hadn’t noticed.

“Yeah, I was checking him out too,” Moe echoed. “Looks 
like he’s heading this way.”

“He might be just a shy little kid who wants to congrat-
ulate you,” Nina chimed in. “I’m kinda digging the bizarre 
otherworldly space threads he’s wearing. Maybe he’s a rap or 
hip-hop artist. I wish I could see his face.”

The little guy made his way over to Bernard, but when he 
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reached him, he didn’t say a word. He just stood there with 
his head down.

“Awwww, see? I told you; he’s just shy,” Nina reiterated.
“Hey, man, how’s it going?” Bernard said, extending his 

hand.
The little guy acted as if he was going to shake hands but, 

instead, snatched the box of shoes off Bernard’s lap and bolted 
for the downstairs exit.

“Hey, man, what are you doing? Come back here with my 
shoes!”

Eric grabbed Bernard’s arm. “B, you know who I think 
that is? That’s the Sneaker Thief they’ve been talking about 
over the news! That dude has been stealing sneakers from all 
these sporting events!”

“Well, he ain’t getting away with my Mega Dunks!” 
Bernard cried, chasing after him. Nina and Layla followed 
right behind him.

“Rock and roll!” Alex yelled excitedly, holding on to his 
skateboard as he jumped over a couple of seats.

“Full court press!” Eric hollered.
“Split up, guys, so he doesn’t get away!” Moe advised, as he 

and Eric took off in the opposite direction.
The friends knew the arena and all its levels. But this 

guy was as elusive as trying to trap a wild dog. He was not 
only fast but crafty, as he zigzagged all over the place on the 
bottom floor of the arena.

Moe was right to split up because, sure enough, the little 
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guy changed directions and was headed his way. Moe blocked 
one of the exit doors. Moe was all everything in football, set-
ting a record for the most tackles in a season, but when he 
dove to tackle this little dude, it was like trying to catch a wet 
seal. He grabbed, but the little guy slipped easily out of his 
hands. He shot between Eric’s long legs as though they were 
palm trees and was soon out of sight.

Alex pursued him by skateboard. And just when he thought 
he had him trapped at a dead end against the wall, the little 
guy changed directions frighteningly fast and hopped over 
Alex’s head like a supercharged kangaroo, causing Alex and 
his skateboard to crash into the wall.

But then he ran into a dark, narrow corridor, which was 
another dead end. Bernard and the girls were able to corner 
him as he tightly clutched the box of shoes.

“Okay…look, man, if you give me my shoes back, we’ll let 
you go. Cool?” Bernard offered, trying to be reasonable.

The little guy nodded. Bernard walked up to him and 
reached for the box. But the little guy didn’t keep his end of 
the bargain and streaked past Bernard. Bernard managed to 
grab his glasses and rip off his hoodie.

And he got the surprise of his life!
What he saw was no human being.
The creature’s skin was bright blue. He had a gremlin-like 

face, with cat-shaped eyes and ears that lay flat against his 
head. He seemed poised to attack. His mouth, slightly ajar, 
showcased yellowish razor-sharp teeth like a barracuda.
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Frightened, Bernard quickly backed away but tripped and 
fell on his butt. The alien leaped over him and clambered 
onto one of the stadium poles. He zipped up the pole to 
where one of the small vents was located. He pried it loose, 
and suddenly you heard a lot of squeaking.

Bernard looked up and saw the blue creature reach into the 
vent and eagerly pull out a mouse. He held it by its tail for a 
second and gulped it. The mouse’s tail still dangled from his 
mouth. He slurped the tail into his mouth as though it was 
a spaghetti noodle. He gave Bernard a snarling grin before 
slipping into the vent. A blink later, he was gone.
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THE SNEAKER THIEF

The panther-shaped blue spaceship blazed through the 
galaxy toward a yellow-greenish crystal-like planet. Inside 
the ship a powder-blue cat alien with fluffy hair sashayed 
to the creature that stole Bernard’s shoes. He sat in a huge 
gaudy chair framed by a metallic-blue lion’s mane as he gazed 
out the ship’s panoramic window.

“Commander Gleek, we are about twenty minutes away 
from landing on Zirconia. Would you care for any more fried 
lightning bugs before we arrive home?” she asked.

“No!” he answered gruffly in a wheezy voice. “And you can 
take these rodent bones back with you.” He spit the bones 
into a plate and handed it to her.

“Yes, sir,” she snarled but tried to sound polite as she took 
the plate.

Later, carrying a bag over his shoulder, Commander Gleek 
stood at the doorway of a lavish but eerily darkly lit throne 
room of an ominous castle. Sitting on the throne, smothered 
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in sparkly red garments, was Prince Buzzo. He wore a grand 
smile on his face as he repeatedly played a video on his super-
gigantic screen of Michael Jordan dunks—except that Buzzo’s 
head was magically grafted onto Jordan’s body.

“Throw it down, baby!” he shouted. “Come on in, Gleek. 
I’m watching some classic NBA highlights. Love that Jordan!”

Buzzo heavily grunted as he got up from his throne and 
patted his buzz-close military-style crew cut. Buzzo was a 
humanoid with a bright-red complexion and hair and a short 
stocky body. He proudly sported a red-and-maroon Star Trek 
uniform and red Nike Air Yeezy sneakers.

“What you got for me, Gleek?”
Buzzo readjusted the cape on his back.
Gleek eagerly reached into his bag and, in his turkey buz-

zard whisper, said, “You are gonna be so happy, boss! Not 
only have my gang of Scrubazoids got you some of the best 
sneakers from the State of Kansas, but in Elmdale at the 
Jr. NBA Skills Challenge, I personally stole a pair of Leo 
Liftoff’s Mega Dunk sneakers from the winner.”

Buzzo’s eyes widened as he gleefully held the shoes above 
his head as if it was he who had just won the tournament.

“Leo Liftoff’s shoes? Excellent work, Commander! I’ll 
have my maid prepare you a big steaming brew of Gecko 
lizard juice later.”

Gleek clapped his paws in delight as he burped at the very 
thought of it.

“I’ll find a temporary place for these shoes in my library, 
because I’ve got some big plans for them soon!”
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Buzzo turned around and proudly surveyed his endless 
wall of bookshelves. They did not contain books. They were 
filled with hundreds of pairs of sneakers collected…uh…
rather stolen, from Earth.

“These shoes make me the happiest of all, Gleek, because 
they are from that pitiful humanoid and traitor, Leo Liftoff. 
How in the world the NBA could select him and not me to 
play in their stupid professional league is mind boggling! I’m 
better than he is!”

“Yes, you are my prince!” Gleek growled.
“Glad you agree with me, Gleek,” Buzzo said, admiring 

the shoes.
Actually, Gleek didn’t agree with him. He knew Leo was a 

thousand times better. Buzzo was an awful basketball player, 
but Gleek recognized where his mice were buttered.

“And they had the nerve to send me of all people back to 
Zirconia! But that’s okay; they’ll pay for it and regret they 
ever made such a bad decision!”

“The Scrubz have got your back, boss! Tell us what to do, 
and we’re on it!”

An image overtook the screen. It was the ruler of Zirconia, 
King Mazzimo.

“Good evening, son. How are things at home?”
Gleek bowed his head and got down on all fours.
Buzzo replied, “Fine, Father. I performed all the tasks you 

asked me to.”
“Very good. Well, your mother and I will be away a 
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few more weeks on business. You sure everything is fine?” 
Mazzimo asked, squinting.

“Yes, sir.”
“Is that Commander Gleek one of the Scrubazoids?”
“Hello, your most highest of all that exist,” Gleek uttered 

humbly.
Mazzimo ignored him.
“What is that troublemaker doing inside the palace? I 

thought all the Scrubz were imprisoned for the heinous 
crimes they committed in Zirconia?”

“Yes, Father, but they’re on parole. I have them closely 
guarded in an official capacity doing construction work 
around the palace. They’re gathering supplies that we’ll later 
hand out to the poor and needy in Zirconia. This is good for 
their morale, because they are learning to do positive and 
good things.”

“We know the difference between right and wrong now, 
thanks to Prince Buzzo, Your Eminence.”

Mazzimo raised an eyebrow. “Uh-huh…we’ll see. Now if 
Leo Liftoff were still here, I’m sure he would have whipped 
those Scrubazoids into shape! What an outstanding soldier!”

“Yes…I know, Father.” Buzzo tried to hide the surliness in 
his voice.

“I understand why he had to pursue his NBA dreams, but 
if we had a hundred more like him, we—”

One of the king’s assistants whispered in his ear.
“Okay, son, I’ve got to go to a meeting, but keep a close 
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eye on the Scrubz. Make sure they stay out of trouble and do 
exactly what you tell them.”

“I promise they will, Father.”
The screen returned to the NBA highlights as LeBron 

James flew down court, with Buzzo’s face attached to him. 
LeBron executed a rim-shattering tomahawk dunk, and 
Buzzo ecstatically jumped up and down.

“That’s gonna be me one day! And you and your gang are 
going to help me be another LeBron! Ha-ha!”

Gleek’s ears rose straight up with curiosity. He cocked his 
head. “What do you mean, boss?”

“Gleek, I’m planning to annihilate the NBA and start a 
new league completely under my control. They didn’t want 
me, so my new motto is, ‘If you can’t join ’em, destroy ’em!’”

Gleek rubbed his paws together. “When do we get started, 
boss?”

“Right after the maid serves you that heaping mug of hot 
Gecko lizard juice I promised, Commander Gleek.”

Gleek got so excited that saliva started to stream down the 
corners of his mouth.
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THE NEW RECRUITS

“My bad!”
Bernard stomped his foot after throwing an errant pass to 

Alex in a pickup game after his AAU practice. Frustrated, he 
picked up the basketball and punted it into the gym’s stands.

“Hey, man, what’s wrong with you? Don’t kick my friends 
around!” G5000 yelled as he sat on the ball rack alongside 
soccer balls, volleyballs, and other basketballs.

“G, this is not the time for your nonsense!”
“It’s not my fault you’re in a bad mood; this is how we roll!”
Layla ran over to Bernard. “I’m so glad you brought 

G5000 for a visit. He is so much fun, and I have so many 
great memories of when he coached us to the Elmdale Park 
Championship and helped us get rid of Victor Franco and his 
evil cronies!”

“See? Some people appreciate me, B!”
“Yeah, he’s been bugging me about seeing you guys again, 

but I’m beginning to think I should have deflated him first.”
“Uh, you do know I can hear you, right? And if you stick 
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with that attitude, I might just bounce on up out of here!” 
G5000 remarked, rolling back and forth across the rack.

“He’s got a point; what is going on with you?” Layla asked.
The rest of the crew gathered around him.
“Yeah, man, you’ve been off your game and acting like you 

lost the Skills Challenge last night instead of winning it!” 
Alex commented.

Moe said, “Yeah, cousin, and it can’t be because of that 
little dude stealing your shoes. The arena management said 
they notified Leo Liftoff, and he said it is not a problem and 
that he’d replace them with another pair.”

“So what’s wrong?” Nina asked, rolling a very happy 
G5000 in her hands.

Bernard was unsure if he wanted to broach the subject 
again.

“It’s because you guys don’t believe me. I keep telling you 
that little guy who stole my shoes was not human!”

Eric grabbed G5000 from Nina and started bouncing him 
off his head.

“Did I mention I’m afraid of heights, Eric?” G5000 said.
Eric chuckled. “Sorry.” He put G5000 back on the ball 

cart. “Bernard, I know dude had on a kooky outfit…”
“Which I thought was kind of cool,” Nina interjected. “But 

I mean, Bernard…really? An alien?
“I don’t care what you think. You guys didn’t see the face I 

saw under his hood.”
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They looked at each other in silence until G5000 said, “I 
believe you, my brother from another equipment manager.”

“And so do I…because it’s true. And I’m here to confirm 
it!”

All eyes shot to the gym door where an elegant and very 
distinguished elderly man with glistening snow-white hair 
and beard stood leaning on a shiny gold cane. He wore gold-
rimmed glasses and was sharply dressed in a white three-
piece suit. He coolly strolled into the room as the theme song 
from Shaft burst from G5000’s internal speakers: “They say 
this cat Shaft is a bad m—”

“Shut your mouth, G!” Bernard demanded, rolling his eyes.
G shut down as ordered. The gym fell quiet again, except 

for a few scattered giggles. Surprisingly, the stranger chuckled 
too, which released the tension, and they burst out laughing.

But when this man spoke, they got quiet again, and all 
gaped at him. His deep resonating voice automatically com-
manded attention.

“That’s a very clever basketball there. I was one of the spec-
tators at the game several years ago when you guys crushed 
Franco and his gang.”

“See, B—he appreciates me too!”
“So do I, G, but can you be quiet until we find out what’s 

going on?”
G5000 bounced into Layla’s comforting arms, and he softly 

hummed as she scratched his basketball seams.
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“You seem to know all about us? Who are you?” Bernard 
questioned.

“Well, I’m not Shaft, but you can call me Doc. Yes, I know 
a lot about you. My organization has been watching you kids 
for quite some time. And congratulations, Bernard, on win-
ning the Skills Challenge! That was quite a feat against an 
athlete like the Playa!”

“Thanks.”
“I also saw what happened last night when your shoes were 

stolen. I must say, as usual, I was quite impressed with the 
amount of intelligence, athleticism, and teamwork all of you 
displayed chasing down and cornering that little thief.”

“But he got away!”
“Of course he did, Maurice. Because you didn’t have the 

insight of knowing beforehand that he was an alien.”
Moe scratched his head. “So Bernard didn’t imagine it? He 

really is an alien?”
“Yes, sir!”
“Sorry, bro!” Alex uttered on behalf of all of them.
Bernard felt much better, yet a little scared…things just 

got real.
“The alien you kids encountered was one of the worst 

of his kind. He is known as Commander Gleek, leader of a 
band of Scrubazoids, who hails from a planet called Zirconia. 
Their mission is to steal sneakers from all the top athletes in 
the country.”

“But why? They’re into shoes?” asked Eric.
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“No, Eric, I’m afraid it’s far deeper than that. We don’t 
have all the facts in from our investigation yet, but my oper-
atives have discovered that these aliens, under the orders of 
a crazed leader of Zirconia, pose a serious threat, first to 
destroy the NBA and then basketball worldwide.”

“Oh no, that’s terrible! We can’t let them do that!”
Doc smiled wanly. “I was hoping you’d say that, Nina; 

that’s why I’m here. But before I can say any more, first and 
most importantly, I need to know that you are in. The infor-
mation I may disclose to you over time will be very sensitive 
and cannot be shared with anyone else.”

“Cool. You mean like, we’re gonna be spies?”
“That’s right, Alex. I want to offer you kids the opportu-

nity to join a top-secret new program called the Elite Squad. 
We are creating an elite team of specially trained agents dou-
bling as ball boys and girls to defend the NBA from this alien 
threat. And this has to be kept hush-hush, because if the fans 
ever get wind that there are dangerous aliens present at the 
games, they would stop attending, and the league would go 
under despite our best efforts.”

“But why us? Don’t you want older and more experienced 
players?”

“Because people with heart and determination are hard to 
find, Bernard.”

Alex raised his skateboard. “Say no more, Doc, I’m down 
with it!”
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Bernard looked around, and the rest nodded. “Alex speaks 
for all of us!”

Doc clapped his hands.
“Splendid! We’ll get started tomorrow. Will you be joining 

us, G5000?”
“Not this time, Doc; I’m semiretired. All I do these days is 

absorb information.”
“And talk,” Bernard piped in good-naturedly.
“That too, wonder boy. Doc, we have a friend named 

Julius, who created my genius—”
“Sure, I remember Julius.”
“Well, tomorrow we’re leaving to attend the Tech Inventors 

Conference Competition Julius was invited to. I’ll be one of 
the main runway models rolling down the red carpet. After 
that I’m going to binge on the TV show Ballers, which seems 
as if it’s tailor-made for me!”

Everyone laughed.
But the next day, they got down to serious business.
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TRAINING BEGINS

“Jump! Not hop! I mean jump as high as you can every 
time I call it out! Jump! If you can touch the rim, do it!” Doc 
shouted as he intently watched them from the sidelines run 
single-file laps around the gym.

“Eric, you’re jogging, not running. Run! And since you’re 
so tall, I don’t want you to just touch the rim; I want you to 
do a pull-up on it every time you pass a hoop. There you go! 
That’s what I want!”

The team just finished a hard scrimmage against some of 
Doc’s agents. Now he was pushing them to do conditioning 
exercises. Even Bernard, who was in the best shape than 
anyone on the floor, huffed and puffed.

“Geez, Doc, my AAU practices aren’t this hard!” Bernard 
complained.

“Those practices didn’t involve saving the world,” Doc 
responded casually. He went to a table and thoughtfully 
moved one of the chess pieces on the board in a game against 
the computer.
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Nina couldn’t stop admiring Doc’s bright-white warm-up 
outfit. It was as fancy clean as the suit he wore the day before. 
The man sure knew how to dress!

“Okay, guys, now I want you to dive and glide across the 
floor every time like you’re on a watery slip and slide and 
then get back up immediately. You ready? Go! Dive! Good. 
Get up! Dive! Get up! Dive!”

Doc repeatedly barked out the instructions until he saw 
they were utterly exhausted. “Excellent! Okay, team, let’s call 
it a night.”

The group collapsed to the floor, except for Bernard, who 
was bent over holding the ends of his basketball trunks.

In between breaths, Bernard asked, “Doc, if we’re not 
playing in competitive games, why do we have to do all this 
extra stuff? I thought we were going to be ball boys and girl 
spies?”

“Checkmate.”
The computer groaned, swept the pieces down a chute, and 

immediately set up a new chessboard as Doc rose to address 
Bernard’s comment.

“You will be. But a job as a spy requires the skills, patience, 
training, superb conditioning, and understanding of what you 
may encounter in your mission. It calls for spontaneity and 
improvising. We cannot simulate every situation that arises. 
Trust me, you will be prepared. None of you have ever faced 
any foes like this in your life!”

It made sense, and they all nodded.
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“Now, I have some associates I want you to meet.”
Doc glanced over at the gym office at the far end of the 

court where silhouettes of people busily moved about inside. 
He rolled up his sleeve and spoke into a very large dia-
mond-encrusted wristwatch.

“Satoshi, can you hear me?”
One of the figures waved enthusiastically from the office.
“Good, it’s time. Invite our guests in!”
The bright gym lights flickered above and slowly dimmed. 

Unexpectedly, a dozen ghastly figures rose up in the gym. 
Nina screamed as though she was riding a roller coaster. All 
throughout the gym crept menacing-looking Scrubazoids, 
glaring at them. Several sat on top of the basketball rims, 
some sat in the stands, one stood in the doorway, and another 
obnoxiously floated in the air in front of them, bearing a 
snaggletooth grin.

“How did they get in here?”
“What matters, Alex, is that your job is to capture as many 

as you can before they steal people’s shoes and get away!” 
Doc commanded.

“No worries; I got this, Doc!” Moe boasted, charging at the 
one floating defiantly in their faces. Before he could clamp 
his muscular arms around the Scrubz, it sat in the stands, 
laughing and teasingly waving its foot at him.

Furiously, the kids chased the Scrubz. Eric jumped and 
painfully banged his hand, swiping at one dancing on the 
rim, who vaulted over to the next one.
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Bernard dove at a Scrubazoid he thought he had for sure, 
but his hands just missed grabbing its booted foot.

Layla cornered one, but he leaped up and used her head like 
a trampoline. He bounded off it into the stands and sprinted 
triumphantly to the other end.

It all seemed futile until Nina and Bernard double-teamed 
a Scrubz. He leapfrogged straight up and looked like he’d 
escape until a skateboard flung by Alex smacked him in the 
gut. With a grunt, he fluttered to the ground.

“Goal!” Moe shouted victoriously as he caught the falling 
Scrubz. “Whoa…it feels like sandpaper.” But then the Scrubz 
abruptly vanished in Moe’s arms, along with all the others in 
the gym.

“Where’d they go?” Layla asked, eyes darting around as 
the gym lit up again.

Doc made another chess move. “Back to where holograms 
live.”

“Holograms? Oh! No wonder we couldn’t catch them!”
“Eric, if they were real, you’d have never caught them. 

You guys aren’t ready yet—but you will be! The holograms 
were designed by my lab techs, with the specific purpose 
of replicating the movement and approximate speed of the 
Scrubazoids. But you did show us something significant. Your 
superb teamwork led to capturing a Scrubz, and that’s exactly 
the way you’ll need to combat them when the battle is real.

“I hope you now understand why I’ve been so tough on 
you during practice; precision and execution is everything in 
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this game. The greedy Scrubz are not only speedy but cun-
ning, and you can’t be soft because they will never show you 
any mercy.”

“We’ll be ready, sir,” Bernard affirmed, tapping fists with 
his teammates.

“Good. And we’ve developed a few specialized presents 
that might be a big help to you in this undertaking.”

Nina’s eyes lit up. “Presents? Like what kind of presents?”
Doc spoke into his wristwatch. “Satoshi, we’re ready for 

the specialized assists. Thank you.”
Two men wearing lab coats pushed a large cart out of the 

office loaded with boxes.
“Let me introduce the leaders of our SIU—Special 

Inventions Unit—Satoshi and Gustavo. Gentlemen, show 
what you created for our newest agents.”

Alex grinned excitedly at being called an agent as he 
watched the men break open one of the largest boxes. It con-
tained the “Official” Elite Squad uniforms. They issued them 
out to the kids.

“Oh my God!” Nina exclaimed, holding hers up. “These 
are fabulous! I couldn’t have done better myself!”

“That’s because these are your designs, Nina.” Satoshi 
smiled.

“Huh?”
“You heard him right, Nina,” Doc remarked. “We took 

pictures of the different uniforms you sketched over time on 
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your notepad. We combined your style and color patterns 
into one basic uniform design. I hope you don’t mind.”

“Are you kidding? I love them! Thank you so much!” Nina 
hugged her uniform. “But what about you guys? Do you like 
them?” she asked timidly.

“Dude, these are hot!” Alex was genuinely impressed. “We 
look like freaking superheroes!”

“That’s how Operations sees you, Alex. We’ve specifically 
developed equipment for each of you. We’ll start with you, 
Alex.”

Gustavo reached into another box and pulled out a pair of 
kneepads. “Try these on for size, Alex.”

Alex slid them on. “They fit.”
“Okay. Now I want you to fall down on your knees…but 

carefully.”
The second Alex’s knees touched the ground, he surpris-

ingly bounced up about ten feet high.
“This is so coooooool!” he squealed as he repeated the 

action, soaring higher every time he hit the floor on his 
knees.

“Okay, when you want to stop, hold your arms straight out, 
and it will cushion itself like a parachute,” Doc instructed.

Alex floated back to the ground and landed on his feet.
“Oh man!” Alex uttered in amazement.
“Alex, nothing can penetrate those kneepads. As long as 

you land on them, you’ll never feel the impact or get injured 
no matter how high you get. The next thing I want you to do 
is stand on your skateboard.”
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Alex did as Doc instructed. Satoshi bent down and pulled 
down straps from the sides of his kneepad and hooked them 
onto his skateboard.

“Alex, I want you to go forward,” Satoshi said. “If you’ve 
ever ridden a Segway, you are in control, so whichever way 
you move, it moves.”

Alex, hesitant at first, got the hang of it as the skateboard 
moved in every direction he twisted.

“Come on, go fast, Alex; don’t be afraid. You’ve got on 
protective kneepads,” Satoshi encouraged.

You only had to tell Alex once. Soon he zoomed down the 
court as though he was on the Indianapolis speedway.

“Push with your knees, and make your skateboard come at 
us as fast as you can,” Satoshi beckoned.

Alex came at them full speed. And just as he got close, Doc 
yelled, “Jump!”

Alex jumped.
He and the skateboard sailed over them and landed on 

the other side. Alex twirled around to face them, completely 
under control. He was in skateboard heaven.

Satoshi opened another box and handed some wraparound 
tinted goggles to Eric.

“Hey, these are like my idol Kareem Abdul-Jabbar’s gog-
gles. I had always wanted something like these for eye protec-
tion when I play basketball.”

“Try them on, and tell me what you see,” Doc said slyly.
“Wow, these are amazingly clear!”
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“Great, now focus on anything…like the farthest corner of 
the gym.”

“Okay, wait…they’re like binoculars—but way better! 
Everything is magnified. I can see a spider crawling over a 
crack in the wall.”

Doc spoke into his watch. “Lights off, please.”
The gym turned pitch black.
“Can anybody see anything?” Doc asked.
In unison they replied, “No.”
“Eric?”
“I see everything fine, Doc. What’s wrong with you guys? 

The lights aren’t off…hey…I see a Scrubazoid hiding under 
the scorer’s table! Get him!”

“Eric, take your goggles off.”
“It’s dark! I can’t see anything. You better turn the lights 

on before the Scrubz gets away!”
Doc chuckled. “Relax, Eric, it’s only another hologram. 

But as you can see, these goggles not only magnify things 
but work in the dark better than infrared lights. It will be 
like daylight for you with those on. Since you’re the tallest, 
we figured these would work best for you because you can see 
over people and spot a Scrubazoid in a crowd or in the dark 
where they do their most damage.”

“Thank you, Doc!”
“You look anxious, Layla. Gentlemen, why don’t we give 

her our gift.”
“Yes, sir.” Gustavo handed Layla a small bag.
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Layla reached in and withdrew thick black sweatbands. 
“Uh…okay…thanks, Doc…these are nice.”

“Don’t look so disappointed, my dear Layla, especially 
since we designed those special bands for the person who not 
only has the best follow-through in basketball but is probably 
the most accurate shooter among you.”

Layla eyed him curiously.
Doc programmed something on his watch, and suddenly 

the gym light shut off, and three Scrubazoids charged at 
them from different places.

“Quick, Layla, flick your wrist at each one before they get 
us!”

Layla flicked her wrist at one of the attackers, and sud-
denly a bright-red laser shot from her sweatband and fried the 
Scrubazoid as he leaped into the air. She aimed at another one 
lunging from the table, and he exploded when her laser hit it. 
One grabbed a screaming Nina by the leg, and Layla flicked 
her wrist; she missed at first but got it the next time with 
pinpoint accuracy. The Scrubazoid sizzled into nothingness.

“Thank you, Layla!” Nina said, wiping her brow.
The gym light blinked back on.
“Well, Layla, how do you like those sweatbands now?”
“Awesome, Doc! Thanks,” Layla said, examining the bands. 

“But I don’t want to kill anybody.”
“Don’t worry, Layla; they only work on Scrubz. In another 

training session, I’ll let you know what happens when you 
shoot a real Scrubazoid.”
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Doc patted Moe’s shoulder. “Now for you, big fella, you’re 
getting your own personal court-cleaning dust-defender 
mop!”

Satoshi pushed the sweeper mop to Moe.
“What can I do with this?”
“Well, since publicly your job is to act as a ball boy, you 

will be using it to clean the floors and remove germs, mites, 
fungus, mold, bacteria, and…”

“Yeah?” Moe asked anxiously, a glint in his eyes.
“Scrubazoids!”
“Now you’re talking, Doc!” Moe smacked his palm with 

his fist.
“Here’s how it works. The mop acts as a tracker for finding 

Scrubz, and they’re foot and handprints when you push it 
along the floors and steps. You can also remove the adjustable 
aluminum handle attachment by unclipping it like this at the 
base. If you suddenly find yourself chasing a Scrubazoid…”

Gustavo intentionally took off running.
Doc waited until he was about a hundred feet away before 

he aimed the handle at him. He clicked a side button. The 
handle rapidly extended to three times its length, and some-
thing too fast for the eye to see shot out of it. All of a sudden, 
Gustavo was entrapped by a huge net that tightened around 
his body. Doc clicked another button, and Gustavo was 
swiftly dragged back to him wrapped like a package.

“You okay, Gus?” Doc asked as Satoshi and her assistants 
pulled the ropes off.
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“I’m good, chief!”
“Yahoo!” Moe cried. “This is gonna be fun!”
Doc pointed. “Ms. Nina, take a look in that blue box on 

the cart.”
Nina rushed to open it. She pulled out a lavender headband.
“My favorite color!” she exclaimed, immediately putting on 

the headband and primping in a hand mirror that she pulled 
out of her purse.

“Nina, we view you as our little fashionista, but looks can 
be deceptive.”

Doc spoke into his watch. “Gary, do you mind stepping 
out of the office for our demo?”

A husky man stepped out of the office and raised his hand.
“Nina, throw your headband at Gary.
“But he’s at the other end of the court! There’s no way it 

will reach him.”
“Trust me, go ahead, and do it.”
She shrugged and threw her headband at him. It was as if 

it got caught in a huge gust of wind. It shot to Gary. For a 
few seconds, it hovered over his head, sizing him up. When 
he tried to move away, it expanded in size, dropped over him, 
and tightened around his arms and legs. He struggled but 
could not move.

“I barely threw it!” Nina gasped.
“Yes, but it’s programmed to react like a heat-seeking 

missile at whatever object you direct it toward. Oh, before I 
forget, raise your hand, Nina.”
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Nina raised her hand, and the headband released Gary, 
resumed its normal size, and flew up and back to her.

“Okay, this is crazy.”
“But effective,” Doc chuckled. “So be careful how you use 

it!”
“For sure, Doc.”
“I haven’t forgotten about you, Bernard. I know you liked 

your Mega Dunk sneakers, but try these shoes on.” Doc 
handed him a basic pair of basketball shoes.

“How do they feel?”
“Okay…I mean, like ordinary, normal sneakers.”
“Hmmmm…let’s see how normal they are. How about jog-

ging down to the other end of the gym.”
Bernard took a step, and in a blink he found himself at 

the other end of the court, much to his and his teammates’ 
astonishment.

“Bernard, do you think you can run back before I snap my 
fingers? What? Here already?” Doc declared coyly.

Bernard’s eyes were double their normal size as he gawked 
at the shoes.

“Let’s try one more thing, Bernard. I want you to run ten 
laps around the gym as fast as you can. Ready? Go!”

Bernard sped off!
Once he finished, he looked triumphantly at Doc. “How 

did I do?”
Doc glanced at his watch. With a deadpan expression, he 
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stated, “Too slow. You need to get in better shape—it took 
you forty-five seconds to run ten laps!”

Bernard was incredulous, until he saw Doc’s associates 
barely able to stymie their laughter. Soon the entire gym 
exploded with loud laughter.

After things settled, Doc stated, “I just got word from one 
of our inside connections that we only have about a week more 
to train before the Scrubazoids plan to invade a few cities and 
steal more shoes—purpose still unknown. You kids, ready for 
a serious workout with our new toys tomorrow?”

“Yeah!” they yelled simultaneously.
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ROAD TRIP

Commander Gleek watched the powder-blue space flight 
attendant with the wild pink braids as she served some of his 
soldiers’ burnt cricket appetizers on their way to Earth. As he 
glared at her kittenish physique, he mustered a polite growl.

“Hey, what did you say your name was, again?”
She turned around, batting her yellow eyes. “Cattina Nip.”
“Beautiful name. I like the way you smell too.”
“Thank you. I found the scent on Earth. I mixed green-

mamba-snake secretion with a corpse flower. I hope I didn’t 
spray too much on.”

Gleek crinkled his snout. “Not at all; it smells wretchedly 
good. Maybe after we’ve completed our mission, we can get 
together for a drink,” he growled with a wink. “I have some 
champagne filled with the most polluted water I could find. 
If you’d like, I can add some live cockroaches I found in a 
sewer…you know, it’s always good for the palate.”

“Yum, I’d love to meet you for a drink!” she purred, flut-
tering her eyelashes as she flirtatiously tugged on her braids.
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“I’ll give you a roar,” he said. He kicked back in his chair 
and placed his hands behind his head as she cat-walked away. 
“It won’t be long. This shoe-stealing mission will be so easy, 
it’ll be boring,” he said to himself.

Doc personally spoke to all the parents of the new Elite 
Squad and received permission from them to allow the kids 
to travel from city to city as ball boys and girls for the next 
couple of weeks as part of a unique NBA and government pro-
motional program. This would include any special tutoring 
needed while they were away from school.

Once they were on the road, it didn’t take long for the 
Elite Squad to put their intense training to use—starting in 
Portland, Oregon. Ordinarily the team’s mascot was Blaze 
the Trail Cat, a silver-colored mountain lion. But Blaze was 
nowhere in sight when, during the halftime show, three small 
performers dressed as cats appeared, performing electrifying 
dunks and wowing the crowd. They jumped over each other’s 
backs and did absurd triple-reverse slam-dunks. One cat dove 
from the ceiling and followed the ball through the hoop. The 
cats were whirling dervishes dunking from all over the floor. 
The crowd ate it up! Even the competing NBA teams came 
out of their lockers to watch.

As the ball boys and girls stood on the sidelines, Bernard 
elbowed Maurice. “You ever seen anybody dunk like that 
before and in a costume?”
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“Uh-uh. I think it’s time for me to dust-mop the floor.” 
Moe waited while they ran down to the other end and then 
quickly mopped under the basket.

“According to the meter reading on my mop, those aren’t 
dudes in costumes. Those are Scrubazoids!”

Eric whipped on his goggles and peered into the stands.
“Yep. I just saw one scoot down from the stands and slip 

into the tunnel. This halftime show is just a way for them 
to distract the audience so they can sneak into the players’ 
locker rooms and steal their shoes.”

“What should we do?”
“Be part of the show!” Alex responded as he wheeled onto 

the court on his skateboard. As one of the cats jumped from 
half-court to dunk, Alex bounced off his kneepads and met 
him midair. He blocked his shot at the rim, grabbed the star-
tled cat, and landed back on his skateboard. The audience 
went berserk.

Nina guarded another cat dribbling the ball to the basket. 
The cat, thinking she was an audience member, drove past 
her, which is exactly what she wanted. She threw her head-
band at him, and it fell over his head and bound him up. 
Then to add icing to the cake, she grabbed the basketball and 
scored a layup, causing the arena to erupt again. The other 
cat, realizing something was not right, tried to escape, but 
Moe aimed his mop handle at him, and soon a net draped 
over him, and he was yanked back to Moe.

With all the action going on, the crowd thought it 
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witnessed one of the greatest halftime shows ever—even the 
professional players applauded loudly as the kids carted the 
cats away and waved to the crowd.

Meanwhile, Bernard and Layla raced to the locker room 
and spied one of the Scrubazoids hauling a huge sack of 
shoes. When he saw them, he dropped the sack and sprinted 
to the other exit, but Bernard was at the doorway before he 
got there, coolly standing there with his arms folded.

“Going somewhere, Scrubz?”
The Scrubz changed directions and raced toward Layla.
“Out of my way, girl!” he wheezed, baring his pointy teeth.
She flicked her sweatband at him, and a blue laser struck 

his body, producing a huge flash of light.
“Where’d he go?” Bernard asked, nervously looking 

around.
“He’s down here on the floor.”
Layla pointed at a praying mantis looking around con-

fused. She scooped it into her hand. “Doc was right. He said 
once I shoot a real Scrubazoid with the laser, they turn into 
insects.”

“Let’s put him in one of these empty shoe boxes.”
And that was victory number one against the Scrubazoids 

from the Elite Squad. There were more to come as they hit 
the road again.

In New Orleans, everything seemed fine at first. Bernard 
even spotted the rapper Lil Wayne seated at the end of the 
players’ bench—though Bernard found it strange that Lil 
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Wayne never spoke to anyone and refused to sign autographs. 
Plus, a couple of times it looked like he intentionally tried to 
trip Anthony Davis running down court. During halftime, 
Wayne followed the players into their locker room, but when 
they returned to the court for the second half, he didn’t.

Bernard said to Eric, “Hey, man, you notice Lil Wayne 
hasn’t come back?”

“Maybe he had to go do a concert…hold on.” Eric studied 
his smartphone. “Yeah, he’s performing in New York…in a 
concert that started two hours ago!”

They raced to the locker room and found a Lil Wayne 
mask with dreadlocks on the floor. They heard some noise at 
the far end of the locker room and saw a Scrubazoid hauling 
shoes out of one of the lockers.

“Got you, scumbag!” Bernard said as they surrounded him.
“Ordinarily, I’d say thanks for the compliment,” he snarled, 

raising his hands in surrender.
At Madison Square Garden, in New York, it was a packed 

house for the big event—Knicks versus the Celtics. Even with 
his goggles on, Eric found it difficult to spot any Scrubazoids 
in the throngs of people. But eventually he discovered six of 
them wearing hoodies.

“How do we capture them with all these people in the 
way?” Nina asked.

Moe thought about it for a few minutes. “You know that 
rat problem they’ve got in New York? I’ve got an idea. Alex, 
follow me out to the trash containers in the back.”
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Eric had done his research and found out that the Scrubz 
loved to be around the concession area primarily for the food 
smells. So, around the second quarter, the team waited as the 
hooded Scrubz hung out near the concession stands, heads 
raised with their noses in the air. All of a sudden, Alex skate-
boarded down the concession aisles, releasing rats from the 
nets that he and Moe had gathered. A lady screamed, “Lawd 
have mercy—those are rats!”

People fled in every direction as the rats scurried about. 
But they didn’t get very far because the Scrubazoids lost con-
trol and scampered around on all fours, grossing everyone 
out as they picked up rats and gulped them down. It was like 
being in a shooting arcade as Layla picked them off one by 
one. Bernard and Nina scooped the insects into jars.

In Los Angeles, the Scrubz tried to enter the Staples 
Center for the Lakers game disguised as surfers—except they 
walked into the entrance with their masks and shades on, 
wearing wetsuits. And they stupidly insisted on bringing in 
their surfboards and paddleboards. That was an easy capture 
for the Squad.

From the Oracle Arena in Oakland (the Warriors) to 
the Palace in Auburn Hills in Detroit (the Pistons) to the 
American Airlines Center in Dallas (the Mavericks) and to 
the Miami Spectrum Center (the Heat), the Elite Squad were 
able to outsmart and foil the plans of the Scrubazoids from 
stealing even one pair of basketball shoes at the games.

As they returned on the final leg of their trip to the 
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Elmdale Arena, the Elite Squad waited patiently with Doc 
for the Elmdale Eagles to leave the locker room and run out 
onto the floor for the start of the game so they could meet 
inside. On his way out, Leo Liftoff spotted Bernard and gave 
him a high five.

“How’s those shoes working for you, Bernard?”
“Great! Thanks!”
Bernard was flattered Leo remembered his name.
“You got it, big shot!” he yelled, leading the team onto the 

court.
However, Leo forgot his “lucky” wristband, so he headed 

back to the locker room. Before he dashed inside, he over-
heard Doc talking to the crew.

“I am so proud of you guys and thrilled with the way you 
handled your assignments on this travel mission. You did a 
stupendous job and used your instincts and ad-libbed when it 
was necessary! When we chose you to be on the Elite Squad, 
it turned out better than we anticipated, so give yourself 
kudos!”

Alex raised his skateboard as they all cheered.
“Tonight, your job is to keep a close eye out—especially on 

Leo Liftoff. There are a lot of folks prejudiced against aliens 
and would resent them playing here.”

Bernard frowned. “What’s that have to do with Leo?”
Doc slapped his forehead. “Oops, I forgot…you guys don’t 

know and haven’t seen the files. Leo Liftoff is also from the 
planet Zirconia.”
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“You mean he’s an alien, like the Scrubz?”
“Yes and no, Bernard. He is an alien but not a Scrubazoid. 

He’s a humanoid.”
They all looked stunned.
“Don’t worry, Leo is one of the good guys. He is the first 

alien to have been issued a special Visa by the Intergalactic 
Association to play pro ball here on Earth.”

“I’m cool with that, but I had no idea,” Moe said, scratching 
his head.

“It’s a well-kept secret, but that’s why we have to be extra 
cautious tonight. Some of his fellow aliens aren’t happy with 
him coming here. They will do whatever it takes to destroy 
Leo and anyone or anything associated with him.”

Leo decided to forego the wristband. He tiptoed away, 
bothered there were more people who knew about him and 
could possibly expose him. Plus, there may be a target on his 
back due to his enemies.

No Scrubz were seen, and there were no incidents, but 
the Eagles lost by thirty-six points. Leo played the worst 
game of his career, scoring only five points, two rebounds, 
and numerous turnovers. The coach benched him the entire 
fourth quarter, saying he lacked focus.

The reason there were no Scrubazoids in sight was that an 
irate Buzzo called off their game plan.
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IF YOU CAN’T 
BEAT ’EM…CLONE ’EM

Buzzo was not simply hopping mad—he threw a 7.0-on-the-
Richter-scale temper tantrum in the Palace. Commander 
Gleek and a couple of his lieutenants ducked as books, plates, 
silverware, glasses, balls, remote controls, clothing, toys, fig-
urines, sculptures, and anything that could be picked up and 
thrown…were flung. Buzzo was so furious that he forgot to 
transport his face over Larry Bird’s and Magic Johnson’s as 
the Lakers and Celtics battled on the Classic Sports Network.

“I can’t believe you idiots failed to bring back even one pair 
of shoes from an NBA game!”

“Beedy stole shoes from a high-school kid while he watched 
an NBA game in the stands!” Gleek replied, snatching the 
shoes from one of the Scrubz and handing it to Buzzo.

They ducked again as Buzzo threw those back at them.
“I need probasketball players’ shoes, you nut buckets!”
“Sorry, boss.”
“You let six dumb teenagers stop you from doing that?”
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Gleek scratched his ear. “Those weren’t normal teenagers, 
boss. They were highly trained.”

“That’s what you Scrubz are supposed to be. I trained you 
myself!”

Gleek bit his lip and smartly kept from saying, “You 
never trained us; you only told us what to do.” Instead, he 
explained, “Boss, we didn’t expect them to have weapons. 
They ambushed us!”

Gleek was relieved to see the butler hurriedly hand Buzzo 
his pacifier that was shaped like a scepter. He popped it into 
his mouth. After sucking on it for a while, Buzzo finally 
calmed down and plopped down on his throne.

“Now I get it…I know who’s behind this—it’s got to be 
that fake Doc and his dumb operation! Yeah…that’s who’s at 
fault. He’s the only one who could have provided them with 
weapons technology. Oh, how I despise that man. He thinks 
he’s so soooo smart and soooo slick! Well, I’ve got a big sur-
prise for him! Follow me, and bring that pair of shoes you 
stole.”

Gleek and his Scrubz entourage followed Buzzo down 
flights of stairs into a gigantic dungeon, where lab techni-
cians worked around loudly buzzing man-size cylindrical 
tube machines.

“Where’s Dr. Le Bluff?” Buzzo yelled.
“Right here, Sir Buzzo!” a man replied, holding a chart 

under his arm as he examined one of the machines. “We’re 
ready, sir, for a trial run!”

“It’s about time!”
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Buzzo surveyed the room and spotted one of the maids, 
who looked like she was in her eighties, polishing the glass 
on one of the machines.

“Ms. Muller, would you please participate in our little 
experiment?”

“Yes, Master Buzzo.” She moved at a snail’s pace toward 
them.

“Please put on these shoes, darling.”
“Yes, Master Buzzo…but they’re much too large for me.”
“That’s okay, Ms. Muller, it’ll be fine.”
Dr. Le Bluff opened the machine door and helped her step 

inside. He pushed a button, and the cylindrical tube slowly 
revolved. Soon they heard—

Buzzo zap! Buzzo zap! Buzzo zap!
After a few minutes, the door opened automatically. The 

old woman’s eyes remained closed until the doctor asked, 
“How are you feeling, Ms. Muller?”

Her eyes popped open. He reached into help her out, and 
she slapped his hand away. She leaped out.

“I feel awesome!” she said in a young girl’s voice. She began 
stretching and flexing her newly muscular arms.

The assistant handed Dr. Le Bluff a basketball, which he 
tossed to Ms. Muller, and she caught one handed and clamped 
it under her arm.

“Ms. Muller, we’d like to see how well you play basketball.”
“Play ball!” she said with a swag as she strutted ahead of 

the group to Buzzo’s basketball court.
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“Think you can make a basket, Ms. Muller?”
She looked at him as if he’d lost his mind. “Just be sure you 

don’t get in my way, or you might get posterized!”
She raced down the court and stuffed the basket with one 

hand. Then she did a two-handed slam and a series of dunks.
“What do you think, Sir Buzzo?” the doctor asked, smiling 

proudly.
Buzzo had a maniacal look in his eyes but still said, “Let’s 

see her do some jump shots and free throws.”
She made only a couple of jump shots and one of ten free 

throws.
“How come she can’t shoot?” Buzzo asked, looking a little 

disappointed.
“I can answer that,” Gleek replied. “That high-school kid 

we stole the shoes from? He’s six foot seven, great at dunking, 
but that’s all he can do—he can’t shoot!”

Maniacal happiness returned to Buzzo. “Perfect! Great job, 
Doctor!”

However, Ms. Muller suddenly looked weary, and her mus-
cles disappeared as she plodded back to the doctor and almost 
tripped in her shoes.

“Doctor, I’m really tired. Can I take these heavy shoes off 
and take a break? And I don’t think I can shoot anymore; this 
ball is very heavy.”

“Yes, Ms. Muller. And after you take your break, you can 
go back to polishing the machines again.”

The doctor turned to Buzzo. “Currently it only works 
for about fifteen minutes, and then the patient returns to 
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normal. But with a couple of tweaks on the machine, it will 
start working beautifully, and the effect will be permanent.”

“Fantastic news, Doctor. That’s what I want to hear!”
He pointed at Gleek. “Do you see, Commander? The 

reason I had your posse stealing shoes is because my scientist 
built a cloning machine for me. It gives you the exact power 
of whoever wore those shoes, and that same person will lose 
all their abilities and skills and turn into a zombie. My master 
plan is to build my own Intergalactic Basketball League on 
Zirconia. The loss of Earth’s best players’ skills will put the 
NBA out of business. We will clone our people from their 
greatest athletes—and that includes me!”

“Boss, you’re a freaking genius!”
“Of course, Gleek. And here’s my genius plan: The NBA 

All-Star game is coming up, which is the perfect time for you 
to steal all the star athletes’ shoes!”

“This time we’ll get it right, boss! I promise you!”
“You better, Gleek! But this time I’m taking out a little 

insurance. We’ll get some inside help.”
Gleek scowled. “Like who?”
“Like my old best friend—Leo Liftoff!”
“No offense, Your Most Important Highness, but he can’t 

stand you.”
“I know. Isn’t it wonderful!” Buzzo replied with a crooked 

grin.
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THE BAD DEAL

Leo waited patiently in the locker room long after his 
teammates had left. He was informed that two reporters 
from a major magazine wanted to meet with him for a pri-
vate interview and photo spread. Finally, two short little men 
entered with an odd walk. It didn’t take long before Leo rec-
ognized where he had seen gaits like that before.

“What are you Scrubz doing here?”
Since the charade was over, they ripped off their masks.
“Hey, that’s no way to talk to your homeboys. We thought 

you’d be glad to see us!” Beedy sneered.
“You’re not my homeboys! So get to what you want before 

I smack both of you back to Zirconia!”
Eval raised his hands. “Chill, superstar…all you need to do 

is come back to Zirconia with us for a chat with Buzzo.”
“I’m not going anywhere. If you Scrubz could read, you’d 

know I have an All-Star game tomorrow. And even if I didn’t, 
I still wouldn’t go.”
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The Scrubz looked at each other and cackled.
“You don’t have a choice!”
“Say what, Beedy?” Leo balled up his fist.
Eval quickly showed him a video of his parents tied up in 

Buzzo’s castle.
Leo stared at it in shock.
“I knew Buzzo was crazy, but…”
He grabbed both of them by their ears and planted them 

against the locker. “I’m warning you…if he’s hurt my parents, 
I will—”

“Easy, man, all you have to do is come with us and meet 
with Buzzo today. We guarantee you they’ll be fine,” Beedy 
wheezed, his eyes bugging out.

Later that evening, a glowering Leo forced himself to sit 
down and keep himself from bouncing Buzzo all over the 
Palace.

Buzzo provoked Leo even more as he got into his face 
teasingly and said, “All I’m asking, my old friend, is for you 
to collect sneakers from your fellow players at the All-Star 
extravaganza and deliver them to me. You do that, and you’ll 
get your parents back.”

“Let’s get something straight—we have never been friends! 
Everything you’ve gotten has been from your father. You’ve 
always been a lazy jerk, and you’ve leaned on everyone else to 
get what you need, whether it’s grades in school or trying to 
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get in the NBA by hanging around me. If your father knew 
what you are doing—”

“But he won’t, will he?” Buzzo snapped. “Because if you 
tell anyone about this your parents are going to get it. Got 
it?”

“Yeah. But I still don’t understand why you want those 
shoes so badly. Why is it so important for you to have a col-
lection of NBA shoes?”

“None of your business. So, do we have an agreement? 
Shoes in exchange for your parents’ safety?”

Leo smirked. “Like your cowardly Catz said, ‘I don’t have 
a choice.’”

“Looking forward to doing business with you…old friend,” 
Buzzo jeered.
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Chapter 8

ALL-STAR GAME SURPRISE

On Earth the next day, the sold-out Elmdale Arena buzzed 
with excitement hosting their first NBA All-Star game. The 
Elite Squad was on high alert due to an emergency message 
sent by Doc’s intelligence operation that the Scrubazoids 
might try to make another major shoe heist. The Elite Squad 
was confident they could turn back any efforts by the Scrubz 
just like they did before.

Apart from the enthusiastic crowd, it was strangely quiet 
in regard to any unusual activity during the first half. There 
were no signs of any Scrubazoids.

Nevertheless, Leo Liftoff put on quite a show, hitting spec-
tacular shots from every spot on the floor. He had already 
scored an amazing twenty-seven points by the end of the first 
quarter.

“That’s my boy!” Bernard shouted when Leo splashed 
another three-pointer for thirty points, but on that shot, he 
collapsed to the floor. He managed to get up with assistance 
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from his teammates. He hobbled along the sideline and finally 
to the locker room, waving off the medical personnel.

“Oooh, I hope it’s not a hamstring injury!” Layla cried.
“No, I think he just caught a cramp,” Bernard said. “Leo’s 

a beast; he’ll be back!”
Alex, standing beside Eric, surveyed the arena with his 

goggles. “Man, I know Doc said the Scrubz might want to 
try something, but I think they’re out for the count.”

“I agree, dude…they don’t want to be schooled again!”
The Elite Squad had gotten a little too comfortable and, 

perhaps, a little too overconfident because this is when they 
made their first big mistake. Eric decided to take a break from 
wearing his goggles and laid them down on the press table as 
he rubbed the bridge of his nose. He failed to see the small 
paw-like hand from underneath the table snatch the goggles.

After Leo faked the injury, he ran to the power-supply area 
of the facility. He grimaced as he placed his hand over the 
light switch and said, “Mom and Dad, this is for you!”

Just before the start of the second quarter, the arena 
instantly went dark. A nervous and murmuring crowd heard 
over the loudspeakers, “No need to panic, folks; it’s just a 
temporary blackout. We’ll have the power up shortly.”

Actually the ones who panicked were the Elite Squad as 
they scrambled around in the blackness. Bernard hollered, 
“Eric, you see anything?”

“I can’t find my goggles!”
“What? Didn’t you have them on?”
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“I only put them down for a second.”
“Oh no…” Bernard groaned.
The next phase of Buzzo’s mission took shape as Leo 

opened the exit door, and the Scrubz made their way into 
the arena and straight to the locker rooms like stealth ninjas. 
They swiftly gathered the backup pair of shoes the players 
kept in their lockers, even some dress shoes, within a matter 
of seconds. By the time the arena’s lights were back on, 
Commander Gleek and crew and a depressed Leo hyper-
speeded back to Zirconia with their prized catch.

The shoes were exchanged, and Leo’s parents were dropped 
off at their home where Leo awaited them. They removed 
their blindfolds as soon as the car carrying them flew away. 
When they saw Leo standing in front of the house, they 
gratefully smothered him with hugs.

“Honey, I hope those kidnappers didn’t make you pay a big 
ransom!” his mother uttered as she clung to him.

“No, Momma…just some shoes and hurt feelings.”
She looked at him curiously, but he smiled as if he were 

only joking.
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NICE SPACESHIP, BRO!

Leo shot back to Earth on a solo flight in his own space-
craft. He made it back to the arena a few minutes before the 
start of the big halftime show. Hopefully no one missed him.

As he snuck into the locker room, he was surprised to 
find a confused and very unhappy Elite Squad sitting on the 
benches listening to Doc.

“Elite Squad, I just received some very distressing news…”
Eric looked as if he wanted to cry. “I’m sorry, Doc; it’s all 

my fault. If I hadn’t put down my goggles…”
“It’s no one’s fault, Eric,” Doc countered. “I assure you, 

everyone here has done a terrific job! I’m not angry, and 
we’re not having this meeting for me to scold you. It’s to 
share information that our Intelligence Op sent as to why the 
Scrubazoids have been stealing shoes. The shoes they stole 
in the past from arenas were just practice runs for the major 
event. Tonight they got the Grand Prize—stealing shoes 
from the world’s greatest basketball players!”

“But what difference will that make, Doc?”
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“Eric, the difference is that the crazed Prince Buzzo of 
Zirconia built cloning machines. These machines can not 
only clone the exact power and skills of our best players by 
giving them to the subject wearing those shoes but also zap 
the talents of the person formerly wearing those shoes. They 
end up as zombies. Prince Buzzo’s master plan is to create an 
entirely new NBA on Zirconia based on the shoes stolen from 
the All Stars tonight! And I’m sure it won’t stop there…what’s 
next—college players? The National Football League?”

“But the locker rooms were securely locked. I made sure 
after the players hit the court!” Moe interjected.

“They had inside help.”
“Who would do something like that, Doc?” Nina asked.
Doc paused for a long time. “Leo Liftoff.”
Bernard bolted up.
“Uh-uh, Doc. Leo wouldn’t fake an injury. He is not a 

traitor!”
“I’m sorry, Bernard.”
Bernard kicked a locker as hard as he could. “I just don’t 

believe it!” he cried as he sat back down on the bench and 
buried his head in his hands.

“This is terrible! What are we going to do, Doc?” Layla 
asked, as she and Nina comfortingly put their arms around 
Bernard.

“You may not want it, but I can help,” Leo said meekly as 
he walked into the room and was met by ice-cold stares.

“Boy, you sure heal fast,” Nina stated sarcastically.
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Moe angrily approached Leo.
“What do you want? Haven’t you done enough?”
Doc stepped in between them. He gave Moe a look, and 

Moe begrudgingly stepped away.
Bernard, eyes watering, could barely look at Leo. “Is it 

true, man?”
“Yes,” Leo said softly.
“Then you can keep your stupid shoes. I don’t want them 

anymore!”
“Okay, I deserve that…but I didn’t know what Buzzo ulti-

mately planned to do, either. At least let me try to make 
things right!”

“We don’t need your help! Get out of here!” Alex yelled.
Moe joined in. “You heard him. Leave!”
Doc raised his hand for them to be quiet. “We all make 

mistakes. Give the man a chance to speak.”
Leo confessed to them what happened and why he was 

forced to get involved. He mentioned how Buzzo threatened 
to expose him as an alien and pleaded his case that he didn’t 
know anything about Buzzo’s master plan.

Doc read his watch. “Listen, I just got a message from an 
informant inside the castle that Buzzo possesses a deactiva-
tion key for the machine.”

“That’s a good thing, right, Doc?” Eric asked.
“Yes, but I don’t know how we’ll get to Zirconia fast enough 

and inside the castle to stop Buzzo before it’s too late…”
“Doc, I know how to get inside the castle, and I can get us 
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to Zirconia in a matter of minutes,” Leo insisted. “Please…let 
me help to make things right…”

Doc thoughtfully tapped his cane. “You realize you may 
not make it back in time to play in the second half?”

“If I don’t make it back, it won’t matter…all of us players 
will be zombies!”

Doc saw the determination in Leo’s face. “Then stop 
wasting time. Go!”

And with that, the Elite Squad sprang into action.

Leo lived only a few blocks away from the arena. When 
they got to his house, Bernard, Layla, and Alex were incredu-
lous after Leo pulled back the tarp in his garage and revealed 
a brightly shining alien spacecraft. They climbed into the 
spacecraft and blasted off into space to Zirconia.

Bernard sat next to Leo as he piloted the ship.
“Hey, man, I’m sorry about what I said. I can understand 

why you did what you did after hearing they held your mom 
and dad hostage.”

“Thanks. But it was still wrong how I chose to handle it. I 
should have talked to you guys sooner…comrades?

“Comrades!” Bernard said, tapping fist with Leo.
Maurice, Eric, and Nina stayed behind to handle damage 

control at the arena. Moe and Nina were assigned by Doc 
to hunt down a couple of Scrubazoids who might still be 
roaming inside the arena. Intelligence discovered that the 
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Scrubz were on a secret mission to locate the audiovisual 
room and play a video during the All-Star game, exposing 
Leo as an alien from Zirconia. Buzzo released Leo’s parents, 
but he had zero intention of honoring his promise to keep 
Leo’s identity a secret.

Eric headed to the control room to observe any suspicious 
activity on the central computer and maintain communica-
tions with the “Rescue Mission.”
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THE CASTLE

During their hyperspeed flight to Zirconia, Bernard asked 
Leo how he ended up playing basketball on Earth.

“B, I was as fascinated by the game of basketball as you 
are, seeing the beauty of the galaxy. All I dreamed about was 
playing basketball on Earth with the best athletes. My father 
was Buzzo’s father, King Mazzimo’s military general and 
chief adviser. King Mazzimo expected me to become a gen-
eral like my dad.”

“Whoa, you were a soldier?”
“Yes, a captain star pilot, but even though King Mazzimo 

and my family wanted me to stay in Zirconia’s military, it was 
the king who graciously pulled strings and arranged for me to 
pursue a tryout with the NBA. He assured me there’d always 
be a place for me in the military and the kingdom after bas-
ketball. Buzzo has hated me ever since, because he has never 
had a great relationship with his father or his respect. But he 
never tried to earn it either.”

After landing on a private airfield in Zirconia, they sped 
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through the dense clouds in Leo’s air roadster car. Leo’s mil-
itary work for King Mazzimo came in handy. He was able 
to text the castle’s secret code to Eric. Once he received the 
code, Eric waited until they got near the castle before dis-
arming the security system with the computer.

Once they got close to the castle, as planned, Alex jumped 
out of the car and started doing all kinds of crazy skateboard 
stunts in front of the castle door, where two humongous liz-
ard-like ogres were posted. One guard said to the other, “That 
kid’s pretty good. He could go far one day as a performer. It’s 
just too bad that humanoids are such ugly creatures.”

“They can’t help it,” the other guard said, scratching his 
snout.

They lumbered toward him. “Hey, kid, you’re going to 
have to go elsewhere with that stuff. We can’t have you per-
forming in front of the castle!”

Leo and the kids stealthily opened the door behind the 
ogres.

“Sorry about that…” Alex said and then pushed the skate-
board through one of his legs, bounced off his knees, and 
flipped over their heads as they clawed at him. Alex landed on 
the skateboard and sped past the open door into the castle.

Leo quickly shut the door and locked it. The ogres pounded 
furiously on it.

Leo figured Buzzo probably kept the cloning machines in 
a laboratory in the dungeon. As they sneaked through the 
castle, ducking behind furniture and hiding behind ornate 
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dining room getting drunk and celebrating their successful 
sneaker mission.

They carefully tiptoed past the partying Scrubz and almost 
made it into the clear until two Scrubz stumbled out of the 
bathroom in front of them. Before they could dispatch them, 
one of the Scrubz blew a silent whistle that only the Scrubz 
could hear.

The Elite Squad soon found themselves fighting their way 
through the castle as the Scrubz rushed to attack them. Layla 
zapped the Scrubz with her laser sweatbands left and right, 
transforming them into flies, butterflies, june bugs, beetles, 
ants, crickets, grasshoppers, moths, and even ladybugs.

The Scrubz chasing after Bernard found themselves run-
ning into mirrors, tables, and walls and knocking themselves 
out because he was too fast for them in those wondrous shoes 
as he zigzagged around, behind, and past them.

Alex ricocheted off the walls in his kneepads and smashed 
into Scrubazoids, knocking them down like bowling pins.

Leo, with his athleticism and strength, tossed the Scrubz 
through the air like the trash they were. At the end of the 
battle, the Scrubz were lying on the floor, holding their heads 
from an Elite Squad hangover. Afterward, the Squad trailed 
Leo down flights of stairs into the ominous darkness of the 
dungeon.
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THE KEY TO THE GAME

As they sat in the darkness, Beedy elbowed Eval. “C’mon, 
wake up! Let’s get this over with. I wanna hurry back to Zir-
conia so we can party with the other cats in the castle! You 
bring the video with you?”

Eval yawned and stretched his arms. “Of course. What do 
you think—I’m stupid or something?”

They cracked the closet door open and peeped around 
before tiptoeing into the audiovisual section. They didn’t see 
anyone in the huge office and screening room.

“Those security fools hunted for us everywhere but here. 
Dummies!” Beedy laughed as they tramped to the large video 
panel. “Leo is gonna be in for a big-time surprise when we 
interrupt the halftime show with this video!”

“Ha! This is gonna be a piece of larvae cake.”
“Eval, please don’t talk about food right now; I’m starving,” 

Beedy whispered, slobbering at the very thought of live larvae 
squirming in icing.
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“Might not be larvae, but I’m sure they’ll feed you some-
thing in prison,” a husky male voice declared.

“Who said that?” Beedy yelled hoarsely as the Scrubz 
assumed a back-to-back position, ready for a fight.

The fight they didn’t get, but they did get bound in a head-
band followed by a large net dropping over them. Moe and 
Nina stood up from behind the video panel where they had 
been hiding and high-fived.

“We thought you’d never come out of that closet,” Moe 
remarked.

“You should ask the prison guards if they can give you 
orange-colored outfits. I think it would be so much more 
appealing for your skin tones.”

The Scrubz didn’t find Nina’s humor very funny.

As the Elite Squad trekked through the dungeon, they 
came upon a brightly lit room. They tried to covertly sneak 
inside but heard—

“Didn’t anyone ever teach you to knock before entering? 
Come on in, my friends! We’ve been waiting for you.”

Leo and the Elite Squad cautiously walked into the labora-
tory. Buzzo proudly stood there grinning victoriously.

“You honestly didn’t think I saw you guys?”
They glanced up and saw several monitors displayed on the 

walls, showing every section of the castle.
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“Who cares? Your operation is officially closed, Buzzard,” 
Leo announced.

Buzzo hated to be called that. He strained to keep smiling. 
Behind him, scientists busily worked around loudly buzzing 
cloning machines in progress. They noticed about twen-
ty-three half-cloned and motionless players lined up in a row 
inside the machines.

“As you can see, you’re too late, Elite Wad…ha-ha!” Buzzo 
laughed hysterically. “In about twenty minutes, the process 
will be complete, and I’ll have my own basketball team ready 
to play some serious hoops! And just watch what will happen 
when I get into the machine with your shoes on, Leo. I’m 
going to love seeing you become one of the walking dead! 
Ha-ha, ha!”

“Won’t happen because you’re going to give me that deac-
tivation key, Buzzard!”

Leo marched up to Buzzo and loomed over him.
“H-h-how d-d-do you know I-I-I have a key?” Buzzo said, 

acting scared.
“Because you’d never allow anyone else to be in control. 

Now give me that key before I do something to you that no 
machine in the universe will heal!”

“Sure, big fella. Calm down…” Buzzo said as he reached 
into his pocket and pulled out a key card. He stepped back 
and stomped a floor plate.

“First you’ll have to catch me, you big idiot!”
Buzzo dropped straight down under the floor.
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“It’s a trapdoor! We can’t let him get away!” Leo shouted 
urgently.

Alex dove down the trapdoor headfirst after Buzzo.
“This way!” Leo beckoned as Layla and Bernard ran behind 

him down more stairs to the subterranean garage. Before they 
got there, Buzzo hopped into an air car and blasted off. When 
Alex reached the bottom of the chute, he was confronted by 
the ogre doormen, who snatched him. When Leo, Layla, and 
Bernard got down to the garage, they saw that Alex had been 
captured and tied up with the two ogres guarding him.
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DRIVE AND KICK

“I’ll take care of the ogres! You guys go after Buzzo in my 
air roadster!”

Leo flipped the keys to Bernard.
“But I don’t know how to drive something like that!”
“It’s easy, just like driving a car—except this one can fly! 

Just key the name Buzzo into the GPS system, and it will 
locate him. Hurry! We only have a few minutes left!”

“But…”
Layla yanked Bernard by the arm. “Come on, Bernard. We 

can do it!”
Once they got into Leo’s car, all Bernard could think about 

was how badly he drove Moe’s car.
“Layla, you want to switch seats and drive? You did a great 

job in Moe’s Chevy when we had to push it off the railroad 
tracks.”

“All I can do is steer, Bernard. I don’t know how to drive!”
Bernard sat immobile, staring at the air roadster’s control 

panel.
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“Bernard, we’re losing time! Remember when you said 
you’re not afraid of anything…well, prove it, and beat that 
fear.”

She kissed him on the cheek.
“You’re the star point guard, and I’ll be your wingwoman. 

Let’s kick some Buzzo Booty!”
Bernard took a deep breath, tightened his jaw, and patted 

the steering wheel.
“You’re right, Layla. We can do this; let it fly!”
He turned the ignition and accelerated. As the car barreled 

down the road, he pressed Flight, and the car rocketed into 
the sky. It drove so smoothly that he barely felt it. His fears 
vanished as he navigated the vehicle through the skies.

“Layla, this is too cool! We’re flying—in a car!”
“And you’re the pilot, superstar!” She clapped.
“Well, what are we waiting for? Let’s get Buzzo.”
“Yes, sir.” Layla saluted. She keyed in Buzzo’s name and 

pressed Enter. After a few seconds, the craft veered left and 
kicked into hyperspeed mode.

Soon they overtook Buzzo, who was shocked when he 
peered into his rearview mirror and saw them tailgating him. 
He zigzagged haphazardly, trying to lose them as he took 
them on a hyperspeed chase through the alien city.

Buzzo was losing battery power, and his car began shaking 
tremendously. It forced him to make an emergency landing in 
an empty field. Bernard and Layla landed right behind him.

Buzzo clambered out of his car and ran. Layla fired lasers 
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at him from her wristbands but forgot they had no effect 
because they were designed for Scrubazoids. Still, Bernard 
chased him down on foot. Even if he didn’t have the speed-
ster shoes, he would have run down the slow-moving Buzzo.

A struggle ensued as the two engaged in a furious wres-
tling match. Buzzo weighed much more than Bernard and 
pinned him to the ground. But Layla ran up from behind and 
kicked him hard in the butt. Annoyed, he stood up and faced 
her with his fist balled.

“I’ve never hit a girl before, but—”
“And you never will!” Layla retorted as she gave a field-

goal hard kick to his groin. Trembling mightily, he dropped 
to his knees. They found a rope in the roadster and tied up 
Buzzo’s hands and marched him to the car.

When they returned to the castle, they saw the ogres being 
escorted away in chains by soldiers. Alex jumped up and down 
on his skateboard when he spotted them. Next to Leo stood 
a tall and regal-looking man, whose expression became stern 
when he saw Bernard and Layla herding Buzzo to them.

“Oh no…not my father! Bernard, I’m begging you: please 
get me out of here! I’ll make you richer than you could ever 
have imagined!” Buzzo pleaded.

“Uh-uh, Buzzo. It’s time for you to pay the price!” Bernard 
answered.

Leo smiled warmly and gave Bernard and Layla two 
thumbs-up. Leo and Bernard immediately sprinted to the 
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laboratory with the deactivation key and shut down the 
cloning machine with only seconds to spare.

For his crimes, Buzzo was arrested by his own father and 
sentenced to solitary confinement and hard labor on Pluto, 
along with the Scrubazoids, for one year. His stolen sneaker 
collection was seized and returned to Earth.

Leo made it back to Earth and to the arena in time for the 
second half and ended up receiving the MVP award for the 
All-Star Game.

Days later, the elite squad waited in the gym for Bernard 
to show up. He trudged in with his head down and looking 
very forlorn.

“Oh no, what happened?” Layla asked, afraid to hear.
Bernard slowly raised his head, and a big grin swept across 

his face as he eagerly waved the certificate. “I passed!”
“You passed your driver’s test in my Chevy? Way to go, 

Cuz!” Moe shouted happily as they all shouted for joy.
“Yeah, but barely…I made it only by a couple of points.”
Eric asked, “Why was it so low?”
“The instructor said I was driving so fast he thought I 

was chasing someone…I guess I thought I was still in the 
aircraft.”

They all fell out laughing hysterically, even Doc.
Doc gave a beautiful thank-you speech for the greatly 

appreciated work they had contributed to the country, the 
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world, and even the galaxy. However, as part of his covert 
government responsibility, he had to be sure to take their 
weaponry and erase their memories before leaving.

Later that same day, they had one of the most fun-filled 
and spirited basketball pickup games. Bernard proudly wore 
his Mega Dunk shoes. Afterward, as they were deciding 
where to go eat, boxes of hot pizzas and drinks were surpris-
ingly delivered to the gym for them from some mysterious 
guy named Doc.

The End


